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ABSTRACT 
A Hadamard-type comparison matrix H(A) is defined for block matrices A. With 
this notion, an extension to block matrices is given for Ostrowski's inequality Idet AI >t 
det H(A). A related notion of equimodularity is introduced, and a block analogy of 
the result of Camion and Hoffman is proved: all matrices equimodular with a given A 
are nonsingular if and only if, after a permutation, H(A) is a (nonsingular) M-matrix. 
© Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of an M-matrix has a long and interesting history. It seems 
that the starting point was a simple but important observation by Hadamard: 
A matrix with dominant diagonal is nonsingular. More precisely, if (aik) is a 
complex n-by-n matrix such that la, I -  F.k~ila~kl > 0 for each i, then 
det A ~s 0. The following step in the development was a result of  Minkowski 
on diagonal dominance which permits a stronger assertion about the determi- 
nant to be made: I f  for M = (mik), mii >~ 0 for all i and mik ~< 0 for i :# k, 
and M is diagonally dominant, then det M > 0. A. Ostrowski observed that a 
weaker form of diagonal dominance is sufficient for this result to remain 
valid. In fact, it suffices to assume diagonal dominance for a matrix obtained 
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from M by multiplying the columns by suitable positive numbers. The 
Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices yields the fact that this 
weaker form of diagonal dominance is equivalent to the postulate that all 
principal minors of M are positive. 
This leads in a natural manner to the notion of an M-matrix, introduced 
by A. Ostrowski n his 1937 paper [13]. The theory of M-matrices enabled 
Ostrowski to obtain a quantitative refinement of the original result of 
Hadamard. To formulate it, Ostrowski ntroduced a Hadamard comparison 
operator H(') on the set of all n-by-n matrices as follows: given a complex 
matrix A, let H(A) be the matrix defined by 
n (a ) ,  = la,I and H(A) ,  k = --ta,kl for i * k. 
The result of Ostrowski may be formulated as follows: 
I f  H(A)  is an M-matrix then Idet AI >i det H(A). 
The lower bound for the modulus of the determinant given by this 
theorem depends on the moduli of the entries of A only and is, accordingly, 
the same for the whole class of matrices equimodular with A: Two matrices 
A 1 and A 2 are called equimodular if H(A 1) --- H(A2). 
In particular, given A for which H(A) is an M-matrix, all matrices 
equimodular with A are nonsingular. It is natural to ask whether this 
implication can be reversed. The following theorem of Camion and Hoffman 
[2] shows that, up to permutations, the answer is positive: 
For a matrix A the foUowing are equivalent: 
(i) every matrix equimodular with A is nonsingular, 
(ii) there exists a permutation matrix P such that H(P) is an M-matrix. 
It is the purpose of the present note to investigate a Hadamard-type 
function A ~ H(A)  for matrices divided into blocks; the mapping H(') 
generalizes the classical notion in that it coincides with the classical one for 
matrices with all blocks one-by-one. It turns out that, using this mapping 
H(.), it is possible to extend to block matrices both the theorem of Ostrowski 
and that of Camion and Hoffman. 
The methods used to prove the present results are closely related to those 
used by the authors in their earlier work on M-matrices and on generalized 
norms. In a series of papers initiated by [6], the authors presented a thorough 
analysis of the notion of an M-matrix. [In these papers, the class of M-matrices 
was denoted by K, its closure by K0; other related classes of matrices were 
also introduced there, in particular, the class Z (nonpositive off-diagonal 
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entries) and P (positive principal minors). In this manner, K = Z (3 P. It 
seems that the classes Z and P have been universally accepted, but in the 
case of M-matrices the traditional name remains in use. The advantage of this 
notation was brevity: An inclusion of the form M ~ K requires less space 
than saying "'M is an M-matrix."] In [8], they observed that the logarithm of 
an M-matrix may be defined in a natural manner and used this fact to analyse 
the determinantal inequality of Ostrowski, in particular the case of equality. It 
may seem surprising that the same idea is applicable to block matrices, even 
with not necessarily square off-diagonal blocks. This is done in Theorem 2 of 
the present paper. 
The possibility of deducing invertibility of a matrix A from the fact that 
H(A)  is an M-matrix has important applications in Gershgorin-type theo- 
rems. It is not surprising that attempts to extend such results to block 
matrices followed immediately; in a natural manner they led to the study of 
generalized norms on vector spaces. In two independent and almost simulta- 
neous papers of D. G. Feingold, R. S. Varga [4], and the authors [7], the 
notion of generalized norms and diagonal dominance for block matrices were 
introduced. In [6], the authors also introduced the notion of a lower bound 
for a matrix with respect o a generalized norm: If g is a generalized norm on 
a linear space X (a subadditive positively homogeneous mapping of X into 
the nonnegative orthant of Rk), a k-by-k matrix H is said to be a lower 
bound for A if g(Ax) 1>Hg(x) for every x ~X.  If H happens to be 
invertible and H-1 >~ 0, then clearly A is invertible. 
It was to be expected that equivalent properties of matrices used to define 
a class of matrices like, e.g., M-matrices, will cease being equivalent once 
they are extended to block matrices. Quite recently, L. Eisner, V. Mehrmann 
[3] and R. Nabben [11] investigated several classes of block matrices defined 
by natural extensions of conditions taken from the theory of ordinary M- 
matrices. Their work gave additional impetus to our investigations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
If A is an m-by-n matrix, denote by s I >~ ". >1 sp the singular values of 
A; here, p min(m, n) and Sl 2 >1 ... 2 = >1 sp are the first p eigenvalues of 
A*A or AA*. Write s(A) for the rn-by-n matrix with s I ..- sp along the 
diagonal, all other entries being zero. As is well known, there exist unitary 
matrices U and V such that A = Us(A)V. 
If B is a block matrix with blocks Bik, we denote by m(B) the block 
matrix defined by (m(B))ik = s(B~k). [If A is considered as a one-block 
matrix, m(A) coincides with s(A).] Collecting the largest singular values of 
each block Sl(Aik), we obtain a matrix which we denote by m.(A) .  
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We shall need a notion of equimodularity for block matrices. The follow- 
ing definition is a natural extension of the standard one. Two matrices 
A = (Aik) and B = (B~k) partitioned into blocks in the same manner are 
said to be equimodular if m(A) = m(B); in other words, there exist pairs of 
unitary matrices Uik , Vik of appropriate sizes such that Bik = Uik AikVik for 
each i and k. 
I f  A is an r-by-r block matrix partitioned symmetrically into blocks Aik 
we denote by H,(A) the r-by-r matrix defined as follows: (H,(A))ii is the 
minimal singular value of Aii; if i # k then (H,(A))ik = -s' ,  where s' is 
the first (maximal) singular value of Aik. 
It is easy to see that if H ,  (A) is an M-matrix, then A is nonsingnlar. 
Indeed, suppose that Ax = 0. If  x = (x~ . . . . .  x~) ~ is the corresponding 
partitioning of x, denote by v the vector v = ( Ix, l  . . . . .  IXrl) z where Ixjl == 
Ilxjll2 = = (x~xj) 1/2. For each i we have 
H,(  A),Ix,I <~ IA~x,I 
= j~__.jiAijxj 
<<. - ~_, H , (  A)~jIxjl. 
j#i 
It follows that H,(A)v <~ 0; whence, v = H,(A)- I (H,(A)v)  <<. O. Thus 
v = 0 and x = 0, which proves that A is nonsingular. 
We shall also need another Hadamard-type matrix assigned to a parti- 
tioned matrix A. If  A is partitioned symmetrically into the blocks Aik, we 
define H(A)  as the matrix obtained by replacing the off-diagonal blocks Aik 
by --s(Aik) and defining H(A)ii as the block s'(Aii) obtained from s(A,) 
by reversing the order of the singular values. 
Obviously, H(A)  may be viewed as a direct sum of matrices H~ consist- 
ing of the pth diagonal entries in each block of H(A). The size o~ r Hp thus 
equals the number of parts in the partitioning that have at least p elements. 
3. THE RESULTS 
It is the purpose of the present paper to extend to block matrices the two 
theorems discussed in the introduction. 
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The extension of the Camion-Hoffman theorem reads as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let A = ( Aik ) be a square complex matrix partitioned into 
blocks (not necessarily symmetrically). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) every matrix equimodular with A is nonsingular; 
(ii) there exists a permutation of block rows that takes A into a matrix B 
with the following properties: the partitioning of B is symmetric, and H ,  ( B ) 
is an M-matrix. 
For the theorem of Ostrowski the statement of the extension to block 
matrices remains formally unchanged; of course, the mapping H(.)  is now 
defined for partitioned matrices. 
THEOREM 2. I f  A is partitioned symmetrically and H(A)  is an M-ma- 
trix, then 
Idet A] ~ det H(A) .  
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in several steps. We begin by 
proving the implication (i) --+ (ii). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that A = m(A).  By appropri- 
ate permutations of the block rows and of the block columns we can achieve 
that the sizes k 1 . . . . .  k r of the r block rows of the resulting matrix A = (Aik) 
satisfy 
k l>  ~ ..- >~kr>~l  
and the sizes I 1 . . . . .  l, of the s block columns of -4 satisfy 
ll>~ "'" ~>l,~> 1. 
Since .4 is square, say, n-by-n, we have 
i=l j=l 
We shall show that r = s and k, = l~, i = 1 . . . . .  r. For this purpose, we 
shall reorder the rows and the columns of A as follows: To reorder the rows, 
we start with the first rows of the blocks, continuing with the second rows of 
the blocks of size greater than one, etc., and end with the last rows of the 
blocks having the maximum size. In a similar manner, we reorder the 
columns of A. The result is a block-diagonal matrix, the first diagonal block 
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being r 1 × s 1 with r I = r, s 1 =-s. In general, the ith diagonal block is 
r i × s i, where r i (s i) is the number of block rows (columns) having at least i 
rows (columns), i = 1 . . . . .  t, where t = min(kl, ll). 
Since this matrix has to be nonsingular, it follows that r~ = s~, i = 1 . . . . .  t, 
which means that r = s and kj = lj, j --- 1 . . . . .  r. 
Let thus 
k I = k 2 . . . . .  kpL > kp l+ 1 . . . . .  kp l+p 2 • . . .  
> kpl+p2+.. .+p,¢_t+l  . . . . .  kp l+pz+. . .+pq , 
where Pl +p2 + ' ' "  +P  =r ,  Pv >1 1, v = 1 . . . . .  q. For brevity, we shall 
call the principal block su~matrices of A in the first Pl blocks, in the next Pz 
blocks . . . . .  in the last pq blocks intermediate submatrices of A. We shall also 
say that a square block matrix C with square diagonal blocks is block-diago- 
nally dominant if the matrix H. (C)  whose diagonal entries are the smallest 
singular values of the diagonal blocks and off-diagonal entries the negatives of 
the greatest singular values of the corresponding off-diagonal blocks is an 
M-matrix. 
We shall now prove several propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 
d I 0 ) 
D = 0 d 2 ' dl > d2" 
Then there exist orthogonal 2-by-2 matrices U(t) and V(t)  depending 
continuously on one real parameter t ~ [0, 1] such that 
(a) U(0) = V(0) = I; 
(b) the (1, 2) entry of U(t)DV(t)  is zero for all [0, 1]; 
(c) the (1, 1) entry of U(1)DV(1) is d e. 
Proof. Choose 
~" 7;"  
c I = cos ~-t, s 1 = sin ~-t, 
c 2 = cos arctan - ~'l tan -~t , s 2 = sin aretan - ~-t 
/ 1 - -S  1 C 1 ' - -82 C 2 " 
Properties (a)-(c) are then easily checked. 
tan ~-t , 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let 
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Then there exists a real unitary 2-by-2 matrix U(t) depending continuously 
on a real parameter t ~ [ -  1, 1], such that 
U(t )C = ( - . td )  (1) 
Proof. Take 
-¢1 - -  t 2 - t  " 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A ~ M, B >1. O. I f  A - tB is nonsingular for all 
t ~ [ -  1, 1], then A - B is an M-matrix. 
Proof. By a well-known property of M-matrices [5, Theorem 5.1] it 
suffices to show that the spectral radius r (A -1B)  is less than one. 
Suppose the contrary, i.e., s = r (A - IB ) t> 1. Since A-1B >>. O, the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem yields that s is an eigenvalue of A-1B: thus 
det (s I -  A-1B)= 0. Therefore, det [A -  (1/s)B]  = 0, which contradicts 
our assumption. • 
The last proposition describes the intermediate submatrices. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. In each intermediate submatrix of .4 there exists a 
permutation of block rows such that the resulting matrix is block-diagonally 
dominant. 
Proof. For w ~ {1 . . . . .  q}, denote by m w the sum m w = EiW__l Pi" Let 
v ~ {1 . . . . .  q}. We shall show first that the matrix formed by the (1,1) entries 
of all the blocks in the intermediate submatrix C o of A with indices in 
= {mv-1 + 1 . . . . .  m~} satisfies the assumption of the Camion-Hoffman 
theorem. 
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Observe that all blocks A,~ with 1 ~</3~<m~_1 and m v_l < a <~r 
have more columns than rows. Therefore, by multiplication by an appropriate 
permutation matrix V~t 3 one can arrange that the first column in each such 
block A~V,~ will be zero. In each of the first columns of the first me_ 1 
block columns, there are nonzero entries in the first rows of the first m~_ 1 
block rows only. Consequently, the determinant in these rows and columns 
can be factored out from the determinant of the whole matrix. After deleting 
these rows and columns, the remaining submatrix then has zero columns in 
the first column of each of the blocks A~ for 1 ~< a ~< m~_ 1 and 13 ~.  If 
we multiply the blocks A~e, as above, by appropriate unitary matrices V~ 
for a > m~ and/3 ~ J¢~, the first columns in these new A~'s  will be zero. It 
follows that the determinant formed by the (1, 1) entries in the blocks A~ 
for a,/3 ~ can be factored out from the determinant of one of the 
equimodular matrices and thus, by Theorem l(i), is different from zero. The 
same is true even if we multiply (independently) each entry of this last 
determinant by a complex unit. By the Camion-Hoffman theorem there exists 
a permutation of the block rows with indices in Jv such that for the resulting 
matrix, the comparison matrix of the submatrix of the (1, 1) entries is an 
M-matrix. If kj = 1 for j ~ D~., we are finished. If kj > 1 for j ~ gv, one can 
arrange, staying in the set of equimodular matrices, that in each block Z~pq, 
P, q ~ Jv ,  the second entry in the main diagonal of ffipq is the smallest 
singular value. Using Proposition 3.1 for the first two rows and columns, we 
can proceed continuously to the case that the (1, 1) entries of the diagonal 
blocks are the smallest singular values and those of the off-diagonal blocks the 
negatives of the greatest singular values, and the matrix will still be an 
M-matrix. The proof of Proposition 3.4 is complete. • 
Let us return to the proof of the implication (i) ~ (ii). By Proposition 3.4, 
we can arrange that all intermediate submatrices are already block-diagonally 
dominant. We shall show that then the whole resulting matrix A is block-di- 
agonally dominant. 
Let us consider the (1, 1) entries of all the blocks of the matrix A. We 
already know that all comparison matrices corresponding to the intermediate 
submatrices are M-matrices. These matrices together form thus an r-by-r 
M-matrix A 0. None of the blocks not belonging to intermediate submatrices 
is square. The blocks ~tpq in the upper triangular part (for p < q) have more 
rows than columns, their (1, 1) entry ~rp~ I is the corresponding reatest 
singular value, and their last row is a zero row. By Proposition 3.2, we can 
arrange in each of these blocks, by a multiplication from the left by a unitary 
matrix depending continuously on a real parameter f om the interval [ -  1, 1], 
that their (1, 1) entries have the form -tCrpq for t ~ [ -  1, 1]. The same can 
be done in the blocks in the lower trianglllar part, 
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Denote by B the r-by-r matrix whichhas its off-diagonal entries bpq for 
p, q not belonging to the same interval ~ equal to O'_q and all the remaining 
entries zero. All matrices of the form A o - tB are ~y (i) nonsingular, since 
they form one block of the reducible transformed matrix equimodular to A. 
By Proposition 3.3, A 0 - B is an M-matrix. Since it is equal to H.( ,4) ,  the 
proof of the implication (i) ~ (ii) is complete. 
In the proof of the implication (ii) ~ (i) we shall use the theory of 
generalized norms. Suppose that A = (Aik) is already appropriately per- 
muted, has r block rows, and is n-by-n. The partitioning of A corresponds 
thus to the partitioning of the linear space X of column n-vectors into a 
direct sum of r subspaces X 1 . . . . .  Xr, with X i consisting of column vectors 
with nonzero coordinates in the ith block only. Let gi be the/2-norm on X i, 
i = 1 . . . . .  r, andlet 
g,(%xj) 
g, j (A, j )  = sup 
xj.O, xj Xj gj (x j )  
g,( aii xi) 
gii(Ai,) = inf 
g, (x , )  
Since gij(Aij) is the greatest singular value of Aij and ~i(Aii) the smallest 
singular value (which can be zero) of the square matrix Aii, the matrix 
with diagonal entries ~ii(Aii) and off-diagonal entries -g~j(Aij) coincides 
with H. (A)  and by (ii) is an M-matrix. 
To show that A is nonsingular, let x ~ X be such that 
T Ax=0,  x=(x[  . . . . .  xr) r, x ,~-X, ,  i=1  . . . . .  r. 
The generalized norm [7] g(-) defined as 




~k A~k xk 
Ax= 
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gi( EA ikXk)  ~ gii( Au)g i (  xi) - ]~_~g,k( Aik)gk(  Xk), 
k k~i  
g(a ) >/rig(x), 
o >1 
Since G-1 is an M-matrix, G-1 is nonnegative, so that 
0 
whence g(x)  = 0, and x = 0. 
Thus A is nonsingular, and the same holds for all matrices (Utk AikVik), 
since G is the same. Therefore, (i) holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. • 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 2; one of the tools used is a 
generalization of  an inequality of  von Neumann [12]. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. I f  A 1 . . . . .  A s are complex matrices for which the 
product A 1 ".. A s exists and is a square matrix, then 
Ret r (A  1 .-- a~) ~< Itr(A, "-- As)l ~< t rm(A  1 "'" As) 
~< t r [m(At )  --" m(A~)] .  (2) 
Proof. Let M be the maximum of the dimensions of all the matrices 
A 1 . . . .  , A s. Denote, for a moment, by "4k the M × M matrix 
Since tr(,a, 1 "-" As) = tr(Al  "'" As), etc, it suffices to prove (2) in the case 
that all matrices A 1 . . . . .  A s are square. For s = 2, (2) is von Neumann's 
inequality [12, Theorem 1; 10, Theorem 2]. The case s = 1 follows from this 
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for A 2 = I. Let us prove now that for n × n matrices A, B, C 
t r [m(  AB)m(C)] <~ t r im(  A)m( B)m(C)]. (3) 
It is well known (see e.g. [9, Chapter  9, H2]) that the ordered singular values 
~r 1 /> .'- >/ ~r n satisfy 
k k 
Y'.oti(AB) <~ Eo',(A)o'i(B), k=l  . . . . .  n. 
i=1  i=1 
I f  T1 >/ "'" /> Tn are the singular values of  C, multiply these inequalities 
by Yl - T2, ~/2 - T3 . . . . .  3'n-1 -- T,, T~ and add them. We obtain 
%~r~(AB) ~< ~ %~(A)cr~(B), 
i= l  i=1  
which is (3). It follows that for s > 2 
Ret r (A  1 . "  A , )  ~< t rm(A l "-  As_lAs) 
~< t r [m(A 1 - - -A~_ I )m(A~)  ] 
~< t r [ (m(A  1 ..- A,_2)m(A~_I)m(A,))]. 
An easy induction completes then the proof  of  (2). 
In Proposition 3.5, each matrix A k was considered as a single block. In 
the following proposit ion we shall show that a similar result holds for matrices 
with more blocks [which influences the matrices m(-)]. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let B1, . . .  , B t be square block matrices symmetrically 
partitioned in the same way. Then 
Retr (B  1 -.. Bt) <~ Itr(B 1 ... Bt) I <~ t rm(B  1 --. Bt) 
~< t r im(B , ) ' - -  m(Bt)], 
where m( B k) means the block matrix defined above. 
(4) 
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Proof. In the product B 1 ... Bt, each diagonal block [only such occur in 
the inequalities (4)] is a sum of products of the blocks in the factors. Applying 
(2) to separate summands, (4) follows. • 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let B be a symmetrically partitioned square matrix. 
Then the spectral radii of B and of m(B) are related by the estimate 
Proof. 
Thus by (2) 
r( B) <~ r(m( B)). 
For any square matrix C, 
r(C) = limsup Itr CkL Ilk. 
r (B )  = lira supl tr Bkl 1/k 
~< lim sup {tr [m( B)]k} 1/k 
=r(m(B) ) .  
matrix. If r(m(B)) < 1 then 
Idet( I - B)I >/det[ I - m( B)]. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, r(B) < 1. It follows that the series 
oo 
s-IB s 
converges and its sum M satisfies 
I - B = exp( -M) .  
Therefore, 
Idet( I - B)I = lexp tr( - M)t 
= exp( - Re tr M) 
= exp( -  Es  -1Retr  BS). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let B be a symmetrically partitioned block square 
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Since 
Ret rB  ~ ~trm(B)~ 
by (2), and since r (m(B))  < 1, the series L-~=I s 1 tr[m(B)]* converges and 
exp( -  Y'~s- lRetr B s) >~ exp( -  Y ' . s - l t rm(B)  ~) 
= det[ I  - m(B) ] .  • 
Proof of Theorem 2. There exist two block-diagonal matrices U and V 
consisting of unitary blocks such that the diagonal blocks of A' = UAV will 
be diagonal matrices. Let k be a real number not smaller than the maximum 
of all the diagonal entries of A', and define B by the relation A' = k( I  - B). 
Observe that Idet AI = Idet A'I and that H(A)  =- H(A ' )  = k[1 - m(B)]. 
By Proposition 3.7 we have r (B)  <~ r(m(B)); since H(A)  is an M-matrix, 
r (m(B))  < 1. Thus r (B)  < 1, and Proposition 3.8 yields 
Pdet A'] = knldet( I - B)I 
>~ k" det[ I  - re(B)]  
= det H(A ' ) .  
The proof is complete. 
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